ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
the French and Spanish fleets a little westward of Cape Trafalgar,
on the Atlantic side of the Straits of Gibraltar, but was himself
killed in the course of the action.
Henceforward it was clear that the war would appear settled
upon two clear bases. The French and their allies, including
the smaller German states they had organized and territories
annexed or virtually dependent upon them in the Netherlands
and Italy, must make good their power by land. If they suc-
ceeded in doing this permanently the sea-power of England
would be unable to win the war. But, on the other hand, that
sea-power had now become unquestioned, and would remain
established with what is often called 'command of the sea9
until or if French successes by land should permit what is
always a matter of slow growth, the creation of a new and
efficient navy. With full control of Western Europe, its ports
and dockyards and resources in sailors, there can be no question
but that such a Napoleonic sea-power could have been produced
in time; it was a race between the existing English command of
the sea and what was to become the rapidly developing French
command of the Continent.
Here it must be remarked that the phrase 'command of the
sea* has of late years in England been given an exaggerated
meaning. Even in modern times, with mechanical fighting
appliances and rapid transmission of information, there is no
such thing as absolute command of the sea; the phrase that
"the frontiers of England at war are the shores of the enemy/'
like the old Carthaginian phrase that "the Romans could not
wash their hands in the sea without our leave," expresses a
truth, but command of the sea never yet did or could destroy
an enemy in command of great land districts of the same level
of culture as the maritime Power. What unquestioned superi-
ority at sea does effect is to save from invasion those who
possess it. It also permits blockade and a corresponding inter-
ference with wealth and commerce; it allows the transport of
troops by water, whenever this advantage—which is by no
means universal and is always restricted in value—can be used.
Contemporary observers were under no illusion as to the
respective importance of the land and water campaigns: Pitt
saw clearly that permanently established victories of the enemy
by land would mean his final victory, and on hearing of the
capitulation of Ulm burst out into an angry exclamation.

